
Instructions for Foreign Applicants to Operate with a Personal Account of  Student 

Entering the 1st Year Training under the Bachelor's Program, Specialty 

 

Step 1 

 Before you start working with the online applicant registration system 

(personal account) and submit documents to the Rostov State Medical University 

for training, you need to prepare scanned copies of the following documents: 

identity Document of a foreign citizen 

1. Identity Document of a foreign citizen, visa, registration, as well as 

translation and a notarized copy of the identity document, visa, registration, 

as well as a translated notarized copy of the identity document. 

2. Certificate of General Secondary Education and its translation; 

3. Recognition Certificate of the Document of education, or Express Analysis 

of the Document of education (if available); 

4. Medical Certificate (if available); 

5. Documents confirming individual achievements, only for foreign citizens 

who finished High school in the Russian Federation and obtain a Certificate 

of General Secondary Education of the Russian Federation sample (if 

available). 

 The volume of each downloaded documents should be no more than 2 

megabytes in size. These documents must be saved in PDF or JPG format. If you 

need to archive documents, use ZIP or RAR archivers. 

 In order to be registered in the applicant’s personal account, you must have 

an e-mail address (e-mail), which will receive a link to confirm your registration, 

as well as the other information. 

Step-by-step instruction: 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 



NextStep 2. 

It should be noted by ticking / unchecking the “Checkboxes” in the corresponding 

boxes on the basis of training “By agreement”, since all foreign students can study 

only on the commercial basis. It is important to do procedure for the further 

selection of contest groups. Then, after putting a “Checkmark” in the “All 

contests” box, you proceed to the choice of the competitive groups (Specialties) for 

which you want to enter the University (it is very important to remember that you 

can choose no more than three specialties. Carefully choose the competitive groups 

intended for foreign citizens and stateless persons. After filling in all the relevant 

sections, you must click the "Next" button and set your preferred priority for the 

selected contest groups and click the "Next" button again. 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Step 3.  

Fill in  the following information in the appropriate cells: 

- Full Name; 

 - data of an identity document (passport): series, number, by what organization 

and when it was issued, unit code; information is also filled in the field (male or 

female), date of birth, place of birth, registration address (most of this data must be 

taken from the passport and filled according what is written in it; the registration 

address is filled in starting from the country, city or district, street, house, 

apartment (if available)). 

- data of the Document of education (country of obtaining the education,  

settlement, name of the educational organization that issued the relevant document, 

type of document, series and its number, date of issue, year of graduation;  

- then put down a “tick”  if you need a place to live in a student hostel during the 

training  period; 

- further marked with “ticks” the individual achievements of the applicant (if 

available, only for foreign citizens and stateless persons who finished school in the 

Russian Federation);  

- further, information about the nearest relatives is filled in the appropriate cells at 

the applicant’s request;  

- further, the contact information of the applicant is to be filled in (the default 

email address is that one from which registration was completed, the contact phone 

numbers must be entered carefully for subsequent possible communication with 

the applicant); 

- Further, if the registration address does not coincide with the address of your 

residence, it is necessary to remove the corresponding “checkmark” and enter the 

address of your actual residence; 



 

 

 

 



Next Step 4. 

Attach the appropriate scanned electronic copies of the documents: 

- Passport (original and translation); visa and registration on both sides (required) 

- Certificate of education (original and translation) 

- Certificate of recognition of the Document of education or Express Analysis of 

the Document on education (if available); 

- after attaching the relevant documents, you must click the button "Send 

application to the selection committee" and your online application number and its 

summary will be displayed in your personal account. 

After your sending an online application to the admission committee, the technical 

secretariat will check it for completeness and send to your email address an 

application form for printing it on your printer, sign it, scan it and send it back to 

the University admission committee to the same email address from which it came 

(if you have questions about the information specified by you in the application for 

admission or the documents attached to it, you contact the technical secretaries of 

the admission committee to clarify the relevant information).    

Phone of the selection committee: 8-928-988-93-06 

(weekdays from 9-00 to 15-00, Saturday, Sunday - days off) 


